
SLR Western Regional Meeting 
November 25, 2019  

12:00 PM EST 

Dial In: +1-267-866-0999 
ID Code: 559-120-8795 

MINUTES 

MEMBERS PRESENT 
Aimee Grmoljez, MT, Chair 
Levin Andrist, ND 
Meghan Conrad, ID 
Denise Dragoo, UT 
Tyson Falk, NV 
Bob Ferm, CO 
Susan Fisher, NV 
Tom Forbes, TX 
Daniel Furman, CO 
Tom Hnasko, NM 
Amy Lunde, ND 
Kurt Oneto, CA 
Patrick Paul, AZ 
Libby Scott, OK 

Jen McCadden, SLR 
Erin Murphy, SLR 

I. Call to Order
Aimee Grmoljez (MT), Chair

Aimee Grmoljez called the meeting to order at 12:02 pm ET.

II. Roll Call

Jen announced all present on the call.

III. Review of Minutes from October 31, 2019 ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENT A



The minutes were passed with no amendment. 

IV. Regional Meeting Discussion
Santa Monica, CA
January 9-10, 2020

Aimee asked if there was anyone on the phone who could not make the meeting on the 9 and
10 of January. Daniel Furman most likely cannot attend, but Bob Ferm can come.  Aimee would
like attendance from at least 10 members.

a. Clients

Kurt believes the Internet Association would be interested and will still check in with the
California Chamber of Commerce.  Kurt can talk to his CA Uber contact to see if he could
find the right person to present.

Tyson reported that Microsoft probably was not a good fit for the Western meeting at
this time.

Aimee noted that the group strives to have at least 3 clients at the meeting.

Aimee informed the group that she recently met a contact from Exxon who was working
on an issue in California on 18 abandoned oil rigs who could possibly come and present.
Aimee reported that she will also reach out to Verizon and will ask the WA folks to reach
out to Amazon.

Aimee asked for everyone to send her one idea for a client or presentation for the
meeting.

b. Hotels

Aimee received some hotel suggestions from K&L Gates with rates and will share with
the group.  Kurt suggested a Kimpton, Beverly Hilton and a W Hotel – all near the K&L
office.  Tom Hnasko stated the Loews in Santa Monica is nice and near the beach.   Tom
also recommended Casa del Mar. Group should decide if the hotel should be closer to
the office or to the beach.  Shutters is also very nice, but rates could be high.  Bob Ferm
recommended a JW Marriott.  Hotel suggestions will be sent out to the group.

c. Social Events

Aimee asked that folks plan to arrive in L.A. by 5:00 pm on the 9th for cocktails and
dinner.  The meeting on the 10th will last from 8:00 am – 2:00 pm.

ATTACHMENT A



V. Data Privacy Presentation (Levi Andrist and Amy Lunde) ATTACHMENT B

Levi and Aimee thought there would be great interest from the group on a data privacy
presentation. Levi reported that almost every state will be considering data privacy legislation in
the coming year (s). Levi and Amy built this coalition out of necessity with many partners when a
bill was introduced to emulate one from Washington.  Levi reported that this endeavor was very
productive from a business development perspective – spoke to many GR professionals from
various companies and trade associations.  Amy reported that the hardest part of building the
coalition was finding points that all members could agree on. Levi reported that their firm does
not have a separate retainer for the coalition, as it was formed was more done out of necessity.
The coalition was less about business development but more about being effective.  The
coalition was effective in turning the introduced legislation into a study bill.

VI. Other Business

Patrick Paul reported that he is working on some issues with legislation re: electric scooters.
Many municipalities in AZ are either saying no to their use or suggesting a pilot program and
many state and local issues are percolating. Perhaps can discuss in CA?  Patrick working on Spin
– a Ford subsidiary.  Kurt’s firm does some work for Spin as well.

Patrick also noted that Airbnb will no longer allow parties at their houses – how can this be 
regulated?  Aimee works with Community Associations Institute and can reach out to her 
contact there for input, etc. 

VII. Date of Next Meeting

The group decided that there would not be a call in December, but will communicate via email
re: hotels, clients and agenda.

VIII. Adjournment

The meeting adjourned at 12:59 pm ET.

ATTACHMENT A


